
Lite (Free) Plus24 Plus

Remotely grant or revoke user access from anywhere X X X

Works with Entegrity Smart Intercom X X X

Manage door strikes, mag locks, gates & garages* X X X

Set to stay unlocked during working hours** X X X

Works with Entegrity Smart Fobs*** X X X

Unlimited users X X X

Unlimited user roles X X X

30 day activity history X X

Connects to card readers and keypads X X

Smartkeys that work on schedules X

Electronics Warranty 1 Year Life of Service Life of Service

Initial Smartkeys**** 5 500 500

Access Control & Visitor Management for Your Entire Property

EntegritySmart.com

Entegrity Smart®
One Solution Opens It All

Our system delivers convenient, affordable and secure access control that is perfect for doors, gates, 
latches and more. Our Cloud Management Tools, Bluetooth Smart Devices and Smartphone Apps 
combine all the features of a sophisticated access system with a long-range Bluetooth reader in a 
small, easy to install package. It’s perfect for new installations or for replacing older access control 
systems. It even works with your existing card readers, biometrics or keypads. 

With our system you can manage access to virtually anything. The system uses your phone as your 
key and your network, eliminating the hassle and expense of panels, cards, software, IT networks and 
internet service providers. Our Cloud Management Tools let you send and revoke secure, encrypted 
keys from anywhere, anytime to anyone with the VIZpin Smart app. Keys can have schedules and 
provide a record of when they were used making it perfect for employees, visitors and contractors.

Entegrity Smart Door/Gate Controllers work up to 30+’ (10+M) away so they can be mounted out-
of-sight in a secure, protected area making them perfect for architectural or historically sensitive 
installations as well as keeping your system away from hackers, weather and vandals.

*Door/Gate Controller or Solar Kit only

**Requires an unlocking device rated for continuous duty

***FOBs and Wiegand credentials can be up to 20% of total users on an account

(Up to 32 Fobs for Smart Locks, and up to 512 Fobs/Cards for VP1s)

****Quantity included with a new account. Additional Smartkeys can be purchased/added at any time


